
Climate change and Initiatives of Change
As this issue of Newsbriefs reaches you the nations of the world are meeting in Copenhagen in an attempt to find a 
common strategy in the face of global climate change.

CoP conference - ripples 
and waves

In the weeks since the Creators of Peace conference in October, a number of 
women have written reflecting back on it, or telling of flow-on effects and 
activities. So the ripples continue to spread out and contribute to waves large 
and small of hope and change.

- Peter Thwaites

'A new climate in human relationships'
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CoP conference - ripples and waves cont...
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Angles on the quiet time
Ever tried to explain the experience and practice of 'Inner Listening' to another person? At the recent IofC Australia National 
Gathering people pooled their ideas on: ways to describe it; what it does: its effects and uses; how to talk to another person. 
Here is a collection of suggestions, serious and lighthearted, from the whiteboard (and elsewhere).

The whiteboard

Ways of describing Inner Listening:

'Making a date with God' -

Its effects and uses:

How to talk to people about Quiet Times:

What some others say:
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When I decided to leave my paid job to work with Initiatives of Change, I worked with John and Jeanne Faber 
in the UK and India for three years. 

Banking on micro finance

Gold Coast interfaith lecture
"Reconciliation of Spirit - The Path to Inter-religious Dialogue" was a lecture 
given on the Gold Coast (Qld) on 1 November by Dr Gerard Hall, Assoc. Prof. of 
Theology, Australian Catholic University, and sponsored by Sea of Faith in 
Australia and IofC.  

Leadership workshop
A day-long National Youth Volunteering Symposium in Parramatta Town Hall 
was organised by Kuranda Seyit of the Helping Hand project, aiming to attract 
youth groups, of predominantly Muslim background, towards the area of 
community service and leadership. 

- Jane Mills

- Lesley Bryant

With sales of the DVD The Imam and The Pastor extending into schools and 
colleges in Australia, as a former teacher I felt there would be value in a 
supporting document/ study guide. 

- Adele Dingle

- Joyce Fraser

Book Talk
"New Ambassador to the USA records 
father's memoir," says an 
announcement from Fremantle Press.

New Books available this 
December are:

Imam and Pastor study guide




